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FIG.1

MSD IAQ Monitors
WiFi Network Connection

I.Platform selection and communication protocols

After the MSD-1828/PMD-1828 monitoring device (hereinafter referred to as monitor) is

successfully connected to WiFi network, it will upload data to the preset data platform every minute

by default.

Our Mytongdy data platform provided by our company can be used by customers for testing.

Please ask the supplier for the account Application and user manual of Mytongdy Platform.

If the customer does not use the Mytongdy platform please let us know the protocol for using the

platform.Currently, the device supports the following three protocols:

A>Customized QLC protocol, compatible to connect into QLEAR platform, GAMS platform, and

user-designed according to this protocol

Other platforms (default)

B>Standard MQTT non-encrypted transmission protocol (such as Mytongdy platform, and data

platform designed according to this protocol)

C>Modbus TCP protocol for LAN.

Please inform the supplier in advance which communication protocol needs to be used so that the

device can be set up before leaving the factory, including advance setting service

Server port number and IP address.

II.The content of the customized QLC protocol

When using QLC protocol, the default server is Qlear platform.

When the client is not using the Qlear platform, he needs to set the remote port of the server for

the data terminal, and the IP(or domain name). The customer can modify them with the serial port

software “EasySe”t via the communication auxiliary serial port, RS485.

If the client does not have RS485 communication tools, please inform us in advance. Give us the

remote port and IP(or domain name) of the server that provides the data terminal. We will set

these parameters for you before shipping.

When WiFi communication is successfully connected (the

WiFi configuration is shown below), the MSD device actively

sends data frames to the server once per minute by default. The

user data in the data frames are all ASCII code, and the specific

data frame format is as follows:MSD-XXXXXXXX; pm2p5: 0000.0,

co2: 00000, tvoc: 00.000, humidity: 000.00, temperature: 000.00, pm10:
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0000.0, hcho: 00.000

Tip: Please ask for the serial port software “EasySet” and operation manual from the supplier.

III.Wireless communication ID

Wireless communication ID is the unique authentication code of MSD in wireless communication.

This ID is pasted at the CONFIG location of the internal shell of the device (it is recommended to

see this location, as shown in FIG. 1) and the corresponding label at three locations of the

packaging box. The format is MSD-XXXXXXXX, X stands for number, the 8-digit numbers have

uniform format requirements and cannot be modified. It corresponds to the serial number option

on the MyTongdy platform, or the UUID for the Qlear platform.

IV.Download and installation of the WiFi configuration tool APP
WiFi configuration needs to use mobile phones (or other mobile

devices with wireless LAN function), the following unified referred

to as mobile devices. Scan the QR code in FIG. 2 with its browser,

download and install “MT-Handy” (APP hereinafter referred to as

FIG. 3). You can search and download “MyTongdy” directly from

the APPLE Store or Google Play.

V. WiFi Paring / WiFi Configuration
1.Turn on the satellite positioning function (GPS) of the mobile smart device to ensure that the
APP can obtain the current WLAN information.
Note: The WLAN information collected by APP in this step will not cause any harm to customer
information security!

2.Connect the smart device to the current WLAN “Test10 “ in
advance (as shown in FIG 4), and remember the password,
which will be used in the following settings. At present, our
device does not support non-password connection.

3. Set the APP to connect to WLAN information

3.1 Open APP, then click WiFi network configuration (FIG. 5), then enter the interface FIG. 6.

Please carefully read the instruction of configuration, then operate according to the requirements.

3.2 As shown in FIG. 6, click Next to enter the setting up network interface

3.2.1Check the username of the current WLAN you previously connected to.

Note: The WLAN name and password herein need to be kept the same as the mobile smart

device connected in above step 2.

If there is no WLAN or a different WLAN name, please check the following conditions and

then adjust:
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a. The WLAN is faulty and has been disconnected by itself.

b. Because the default setting of the mobile

smart devices automatically selects a

stronger network between cellular network

itself and WLAN. When the WLAN of current

environment is weak, the disconnection will

happen. Please turn off the cellular network

of the mobile smart device, repeat from the

step 2, and then restart the APP.

c. Fail to acquire WLAN information because

GPS has not turned on. If so, turn on the

GPS.

3.2.2 Input the correct WLAN password, as

shown in Figure 7.

3.2.3 Do not click "Next" in Figure 7 for now, but firstly power on the MSD according to the

wiring diagram for 1 minute.

4. MSD device WiFi configuration

As described in the configuration instructions, the device is

powered up for more than 1 minute. As shown in Fig. 8, press

FIG. 7

FIG. 8

FIG. 5
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and hold the "config" button at the bottom of the outer shell for 5 seconds. At this time, the circular

indicator light in the center of the front shell of MSD flashes, indicating that the device has entered

into the WiFi configuration state, and then release the button.

5. Continue to proceed from the step 3.2.3,Click “Next “in the APP, and the

APP will enter into configuration. This process takes about a minute. Please

kindly wait patiently.

6.When the red light stops flashing and returns to normal state, that

indicates the configuration is completed. If the system of your mobile

smart device is IOS, it shows” Connection succeeded”.

Note: If the WiFi configuration operation exceeds the specified time,

or the power is cut off midway, click the "stop" option in Figure 9,

power off and restart MSD, and then start the operation again from

step 4.

7. After the configuration is successful, users can log in to the web page or APP to check

the data, view the graph, and operate other items.

If you have any query, please feel free to contact with your supplier.

IMPORTANT

After the configuration is successful, the indicator light will return to the normal. If the

account still cannot acquire the device monitoring parameters, please check the WiFi

account password and WiFi frequency band (only 2.4GHz network is Applicable, not applies

to 5GHz

WiFi configuration key points:

(1)The user needs to turn on GPS positioning function of the mobile smart device firstly.

(2) Smart mobile device and MSD should be connected to the same WLAN.

(3) Brief operation steps:

Download the MT-HANDY APP on the cell phone → add the MSD/PMD into the data platform →

connect the mobile phone to WLAN → power up the MSD/PMD device → reset the product

(press for 5 seconds with a small card needle, and wait for the indicator light to flash red) →

Open the APP → select the WiFi paring → WLAN connection → Next step (wait for 1 minute)

→ the connection is successful (The user could check on the data platform which may need to be

refreshed some times in practice depends on the WLAN situation )

FIG. 8
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